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A series of accurate ab initio calculations on CupOq finite clusters, properly embedded in the Madelung
potential of the infinite lattice, have been performed in order to determine the local effective interactions in the
CuO2 planes of La22xSrxCuO4 compounds. The values of the first-neighbor interactions, magnetic coupling
(JNN5125 meV!, and hopping integral (tNN52555 meV! have been confirmed. Important additional effects
are evidenced, concerning essentially the second-neighbor hopping integral tNNN51110 meV, the displace-
ment of a singlet toward an adjacent colinear hole, hSDabc5280 meV, a non-negligible hole-hole repulsion
VNN2VNNN50.8 eV, and a strong anisotropic effect of the presence of an adjacent hole on the values of the
first-neighbor interactions. The dependence of JNN and tNN on the position of neighbor hole~s! has been
rationalized from the two-band model and checked from a series of additional ab initio calculations. An
extended t-J model Hamiltonian has been proposed on the basis of these results. It is argued that the here-
proposed three-body effects may play a role in the charge/spin separation observed in these compounds, that is,
in the formation and dynamic of stripes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.214520 PACS number~s!: 74.72.2h, 74.25.Ha, 74.25.JbI. INTRODUCTION
The insulating cuprates, such as La2CuO4, which are the
undoped parent compounds of the high-Tc superconductor
La22xSrxCuO4, are known to present antiferromagnetic cou-
plings between nearest-neighbor ~NN! copper centered sites
in the CuO2 planes. Raman and neutron-diffraction experi-
ments evaluate this coupling to be around JNN5130 meV
@12866 meV,1,2 13465 meV,3–5 respectively#. Neverthe-
less, the corresponding simple Heisenberg Hamiltonian does
not reproduce entirely the features of the Raman
spectrum6–11 and additional effects such as second-neighbor
magnetic coupling JNNN and four-spin cyclic exchange have
been invoked.12–15 While an upper bond for JNNN (uJNNNu
<9 meV! has been given from Raman experiments,5 the
amplitude of the four-spin operator in this kind of com-
pounds is a matter of discussion. Previous works have shown
that this cyclic operator corresponds to a fourth-order term in
the perturbative expansion of the Hubbard model Hamil-
tonian, scaling as ltNN
4 /U3, where tNN is the nearest-
neighbor hopping integral and U is the on-site Coulombic
repulsion, with l540 ~Refs. 16 and 17! or l580,18,19 de-
pending on the formal writing of the Hamiltonian.
Regarding the hole-doped material, where the conduction
takes place in the CuO2 planes, the holes can be seen as
centered on copper atoms with large tails on the four neigh-
boring oxygen atoms. They move from on site to an adjacent
one through the effect of a hopping operator of amplitude
tNN , for which there is no direct experimental evaluation, but
values around 20.5 eV are considered as reasonable.20 One
of the most widely employed model Hamiltonians for the
interpretation of the properties of these materials, through a
hole-pairing mechanism, is the so-called t-J model21,22 which
combines spin coupling and hole hopping:0163-1829/2001/63~21!/214520~13!/$20.00 63 2145H5(
ab
JNN~SaSb21/4!
1tNN~aa†ab1ab†aa1s.c.!d~na1nb,1!. ~1!
The adequacy of such a simple Hamiltonian to incorporate
the physics of the problem is questionable. Hopping between
second-neighbor sites, t8, may be non-negligible. When one
derives the t-J Hamiltonian from the Hubbard Hamiltonian,
three-site operators moving a singlet-coupled electron pair
toward the hole appear at second order of perturbation
theory, scaling as the JNN operator, i.e., as tNN
2 /U . The trans-
ferability of JNN from the undoped to the doped material is
not guaranteed, the presence of a neighboring hole may af-
fect the coupling of two adjacent spins. The hole-hole repul-
sion Vi j is likely to play a role, influencing the mean distance
between the holes. Different extensions of the t-J model
have been employed in numerical simulations, for instance,
t-t8-J ~Refs. 23–26! or t-J-V ,27–29 but the values given to the
parameters are rather arbitrary, varying widely from one au-
thor to the other, the main objective being to exhibit quali-
tative collective effects. Among them the experimental evi-
dence of the occurrence of stripes have focused attention in
the recent past.30
The goal of the present paper is to bring useful informa-
tion regarding the local effective interactions in undoped and
hole-doped cuprates. To obtain them, the most accurate tools
of ab initio quantum chemistry will be used. The method
consists in considering few-site clusters, properly embedded
in the field of the periodic environment, and to calculate the
low part of the spectrum using the exact Hamiltonian, large
basis sets, and extensive configuration interaction ~CI! ex-
pansions. From this spectrum it is possible to fix the ampli-
tudes of the effective interactions. The procedure has been
successfully used to calculate the NN magnetic coupling in a
series of perovskites,31 among them La2CuO4 for which a©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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the hopping integral in the hole-doped system (t520.57
eV! have been also reported.32,33 These calculations con-
cerned symmetrical two-site clusters, for which the determi-
nation of JNN and tNN is straightforward from the two lowest
eigenvalues. This is no longer the case when one considers
larger clusters to extract additional parameters, concerning
next-nearest-neighbor ~NNN! interactions, neighboring-hole
dependence of JNN and tNN , hole-hole repulsions, and four-
spin cyclic operators. Their achievement requires some addi-
tional mathematical tools such as the Bloch definition34 of
effective Hamiltonians and localization procedures ~for in-
stance, the Boys method35!. The methodology will be ex-
plained in Sec. II. Section III will present the results concern-
ing the four-site square plaquette and three-site linear cluster
with different number of electrons ~holes!. Calculations per-
formed on undoped clusters provide the values of the NN,
NNN, and next NNN magnetic couplings. Also the ampli-
tude of the four-spin cyclic exchange for this compound has
been established. Hole-doped clusters give informations
about the hopping integrals ~NN, NNN, and next NNN!, the
singlet-displacement operator and the dependence of the
first-neighbor interactions ~hopping integral and magnetic
exchange! on the number and relative position of the adja-
cent holes. Section V presents a rationalization of the anisot-
ropy of the effect of hole~s! in the vicinity on the values of
JNN and tNN and reports additional exploratory calculations
to evaluate the dependence of the bicentric parameters on the
hole positions. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes the results, pro-
posing a refined t-J model, and discusses the possible effect
of the additional operators on the charge/spin distribution on
the lattice, with possible consequences for the stripping phe-
nomena.
II. METHOD
A. Mapping of a model Hamiltonian on an ab initio effective
Hamiltonian
For such materials the unpaired electrons are essentially
located on Cu dx22y2 in-plane atomic orbitals, with non-
negligible delocalization tails on the adjacent oxygen atoms.
Such Cu-centered orbitals will be labeled $a ,b ,c , . . . %. In
the doped material the hole has much larger delocalization
tails on O 2p orbitals, but as shown by Zhang and Rice,21,22
it remains possible to work within a one-band model Hamil-
tonian, the precise nature of its valence orbitals being im-
plicit. For a finite cluster involving p centers and n<p un-
paired electrons, the model Hamiltonian acts in the subspace
spanned by the localized determinants f i , containing a com-
mon frozen core and n active electrons. The double occu-
pancy of the active orbitals of these localized determinants is
prohibited in both the Heisenberg and the t-J Hamiltonians.
The ab initio calculations handle a large number of
atomic orbitals, symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals
~MO’s!, and expansions of the wave functions on millions of
determinants. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct from
these calculations ab initio effective Hamiltonians which are
in one-to-one correspondence with the model Hamiltonians.21452For an undoped cluster involving p Cu atoms (p sites!, it is
possible first to obtain from variational calculations a set of
molecular orbitals containing doubly occupied MO’s ~core!,
unoccupied MO’s ~virtual MO’s!, and p MO’s with essen-
tially single occupation, which define the ab initio one-
electron valence space, $w i% in Fig. 1. A unitary localizing
transformation of the p symmetry-adapted orbitals will pro-
vide equivalent localized orbitals $a8,b8,c8, . . . % which can
be seen as in strict one-to-one correspondence with the im-
plicit valence orbitals of the model Hamiltonian. This local-
izing unitary transformation U may be evident by symmetry
or defined by a localizing functional, for instance, the Boys
criterion ~see Sec. III A!, $a8,b8,c8, . . . %5U$wp ,wq , . . . %.
Fixing a double occupancy of the core orbitals, and putting n
electrons in the valence localized orbitals, avoiding their
double occupation, localized neutral determinants $f i ,loc8 %,
are obtained which are in correspondence with the n-electron
basis of the model Hamiltonian. These localized neutral de-
terminants can be written as
f i , loc8 5ucore ~a8b8c8 . . . !u*Si , ~2!
where Si is one of the Cp
p/2 spin distributions on the various
active localized orbitals. These determinants define a model
space ~of projector PS , PS5(uf i ,loc8 &^f i ,loc8 u&) for the ab
initio calculations. Let NS be the dimension of that space S.
The information obtained by the most refined ab initio cal-
culations will be extracted according to the theory of the
effective Hamiltonian proposed by Bloch.34 When one
knows the NS eigenstates Cm having the largest projections
on the model space ~which constitute the target space, stable
subspace of Hexact) and their eigenvalues Em , the effective
Hamiltonian is such that its eigenvalues are the exact ones,
and its eigenvectors are the projections of the exact eigen-
vectors onto the model space:
He f f uPSCm&5EmuPSCm&, m51,NS . ~3!
The spectral definition of He f f is
He f f5(
m
uPSCm&Em^PSCm
’u, ~4!
where uPSCm
’& is the biorthogonal transformation of
uPSCm&. Actually the projections uPSCm& of the ~orthogo-
nal! states Cm have no reason ~except for symmetry reasons!
to be orthogonal; they define an overlap matrix s,
smn5^PSCmuPSCn&, ~5!
and the biorthogonal vectors are defined by
uPSCm
’&5s21uPSCm&. ~6!
The values of the norms of the projections, i.e., the diagonal
elements of s matrix, give an indication on the quality of the
description of these states by the truncated space S. The
model space and the exact eigenstates must be in strong cor-
respondence, i.e., one must choose both spaces so that the
vectors Cm have the largest projections on the model space.0-2
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tract effective interactions in La22xSrxCuO4 sys-
tems.Then one may express this Hamiltonian on the basis of
the localized determinants $f i ,loc8 % written in terms of the
orbitals $a8,b8,c8, . . . % and the matrix elements
^f i ,loc8 uH
e f f uf j ,loc8 &5(
m
^f i ,loc8 uPSCm&Em^PSCm
’uf j ,loc8 &
~7!
can be identified to the matrix elements ^f iuHuf j& of the
model Hamiltonian. Since the symmetry-adapted delocalized
determinants $f i ,deloc8 % are linear combinations of the local-
ized neutral determinants $f i ,loc8 %, constituting two basis sets
of the same model space,
uf i ,deloc8 &5(
k
di ,kufk ,loc8 &, ~8!
it is not difficult to calculate the overlap:
^f i , loc8 uPSCm&5(j ^f i , loc8 uf j , deloc8 & cm , j , ~9!
where cm , j is the coefficient of the uf j , deloc8 & determinant on
the uPSCm& wave function.
In principle the effective Hamiltonians may be non-
Hermitian but the hermitization is straightforward.36 The
comparison between the ab initio effective Hamiltonian and
the model Hamiltonian fixes the amplitudes of the integrals
appearing in the latter and allows one to verify whether non-21452negligible additional interactions are not present. Figure 1
summarizes the whole process. Changing the size of the
cluster, for instance going from a two-center/one-electron
problem to a three-center/two-electron one, one may check
the consistency of the procedure and the transferability of the
effective interactions.
B. Computational details
The widely used embedded cluster technique has been
employed to model the system.37–42 Finite clusters of the
type CupOq (Cu3O10 and Cu4O12 , Fig. 2! have been se-
lected, where the q oxygen atoms are the first in-plane neigh-
bors of the p Cu atoms. ~Previous calculations have shown
that the explicit involvement of the out-of-plane oxygen at-
oms does not change the values of the in-plane
interactions.32,33! The first shell of atoms surrounding the
cluster have been replaced by formal charges with pseudo-
potentials, in order to mimic the Coulombic and exclusion
effects. The rest of the lattice has been modeled by means of
point charges, which values have been fixed according to
Evjen’s method,43 and which correctly represent the Made-
lung potential of the crystal.44 This is a simplified approach
in comparison with more elaborate methods proposed in the
literature.45
The ten most internal electrons of Cu atoms have been
represented by effective core pseudopotentials, the valence
electrons being treated explicitly with triple-zeta basis
sets.46 A double-zeta basis set has been used for oxygen0-3
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shown that the inclusion of polarization functions on the
bridging oxygen atoms has not an important effect either on
the magnetic coupling or on the hopping integral.
For undoped clusters, the restricted-spin open-shell
Hartree-Fock calculations variationaly define the singly oc-
cupied magnetic orbitals. These orbitals define a minimal
valence complete active space ~CAS!. From this space it is
possible to calculate the spectrum through a difference dedi-
cated configuration interaction ~DDCI! procedure47 which
implies all the simple and double excitations on the top of
this CAS, except the double excitations from the core to the
virtual orbitals, which do not contribute to the energy differ-
ence at second-order of perturbation theory.47
An alternative solution consists in defining an enlarged
CAS including the on-bond 2p orbital of the bridging oxy-
gen atoms. These ligand-centered orbitals are the most par-
ticipating on the intersite spin-exchange and electron transfer
processes.48 Performing all the single excitations on the top
of this extended CAS, which corresponds to the two-band
Hubbard model space, one introduces dynamical polarization
effects, i.e., screening by the nonactive electrons, at lower
computational cost than the preceding computational
scheme. For such type of systems, the equivalence of the
DDCI procedure on the top of the small CAS and the single
excitations on the top of the enlarged CAS, including the
most relevant ligand orbitals, has been illustrated on the
La2CuO4 system ~using a Cu2O7 cluster!33,49 and on oxalato-
bridged Cu~II! complexes.49,50
III. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS ON THE PLAQUETTE
AND THE LINEAR CLUSTERS
As was mentioned above, two different clusters have been
used to extract the effective interactions. A four-site square
cluster ~plaquette! of formula Cu4O12 @Fig. 2~a!# has been
employed in order to determine the first- ~NN! and second-
FIG. 2. Representation of the clusters employed in the ab initio
calculations. ~a! the plaquette Cu4O12 ; ~b! the linear cluster
Cu3O10 . The first-neighbors of the cluster atoms have been also
included. They have been modeled by means of the combination of
a pseudopotential and a point charge, to mimic both the exclusion
and the Coulombic effects.21452neighbor ~NNN! interactions, and also the four-spin cyclic
exchange. Third-neighbor interactions ~nNNN! has been es-
timated by means of the calculations carried out in a linear
three-site cluster @Cu3O10 , Fig. 2~b!#. Comparing with the
results obtained from the plaquette and previously studied
binuclear clusters, it is possible to check the dependence of
the NN interactions on the size of the fragment involved in
the ab initio calculations.
Three fillings of the valence shell have been considered in
order to evaluate the dependence of these interactions on the
hole concentration. Undoped ~four center/four electron and
three center/three electron problems!, one hole-doped (4c/3e
and 3c/2e), and two hole-doped (4c/2e and 3c/1e) situa-
tions have been analyzed. From the systems with two holes
in the valence shell, it is possible to extract the amplitude of
the hole-hole repulsions, an important magnitude for the
study of the hole pairing mechanism. It is worthwhile to
notice that the here-referred hole dopings are not in corre-
spondence with the total doping of the lattice, induced by the
replacement of La13 by Sr12. A change in the occupation of
the valence shell of these small clusters just induces a local
hole doping, which provides information about the local
modifications of the effective parameters.
A. Localization process
In the plaquette, the four symmetry-adapted valence orbit-
als belong to the A1g , Eu , and B1g representations in the
D4h group. The localizing unitary transformation is straight-
forward since
a1g5~a1b1c1d !/2, ~10!
eu(1)5~a1b2c2d !/2, ~11!
eu(2)5~a2b2c1d !/2, ~12!
b1g5~a2b1c2d !/2. ~13!
Figure 3 pictures one of these four localized valence orbitals
for undoped and for the doped plaquettes, showing the strong
localization of the magnetic orbitals and the d2p hybridiza-
tion occurring in the hole-doped systems.32,33,44,51
FIG. 3. Localized active orbitals for the plaquette: ~a! for un-
doped systems, centered in 3dx22y2, with important tails on the four
in-plane neighbor oxygen atoms; ~b! for hole-doped systems a
strong 3d22p rehybridization takes places, the 2p character in-
creases sustantially with respect to the undoped situation.0-4
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three magnetic orbitals is no longer imposed by the symme-
try. Two of these orbitals (wg ,wg8) belong to the Ag irreduc-
ible representation and the other one (wu) to the B1u sym-
metry. The rotation U, which transforms the $wg ,wg8 ,wu%
into the localized set $a8,b8,c8%, has been performed accord-
ing to the Boys criterion,35 which maximizes the distance
between the centroids of the orbitals. An alternative localiza-
tion criterion, the minimization of the direct exchange inte-
gral Kac , leads to the same rotation.
B. Magnetic interactions
Table I reports the results obtained from the plaquette and
the linear clusters for the magnetic coupling, involving dif-
ferent fillings of the valence shell. For the undoped cluster,
the first-neighbor magnetic coupling JNN is ; 125 meV. The
calculated value is independent on the size of the considered
TABLE I. Magnetic interactions in undoped and hole-doped
clusters ~in meV!.
aA value of JNN5130 meV has been previously reported ~Refs. 32
and 33!, where polarization functions have been included in the
basis set of the bridge oxygen atom.
bRefs. 1 and 2.
cRefs. 3–5.
dRef. 5.21452cluster and it is in agreement with both the previously deter-
mined JNN in the binuclear cluster, by using ab initio con-
figuration interaction techniques31–33,40 or the density-
functional theory,42 and the estimations from Raman and
neutron-diffraction experiments @12866 meV,1,2 13465
meV,3–5 respectively#. This independence of JNN with re-
spect to the size of the cluster is in accord with the previous
work of Illas et al.,41 performed at a level which only recov-
ers 70% of the experimental value of JNN ~see also Ref. 39!,
due to the neglect of the polarization effects of the ligand to
metal charge-transfer ~LMCT! forms in the CI calculations.
The coupling between second neighbors JNNN is also an-
tiferromagnetic, with a value of JNNN56.5 meV in accor-
dance with the experimental upper limit uJNNNu<9 meV.5
The ratio of the NNN and NN interactions is
JNNN /JNN50.052, in good agreement with the value ac-
cepted by Lorenzana et al.13 in numerical simulations,
JNNN /JNN50.04. A negligible antiferromagnetic coupling
has been found between Cu atoms placed at a 2R distance
~third neighbors, next NNN!: JnNNN51 meV.
Finally, the calculations on the plaquette provide a non-
negligible value for the four-spin cyclic exchange of K514
meV. The four-body operator can be written as
HK5K (
^i jkl&
@~SiS j!~SkSl!1~SiSl!~S jSk!2~SiSk!
3~S jSl!# . ~14!
This operator produces the cyclic permutation of the four
spins on the plaquette ~Fig. 4! plus ordinary two-spin ex-
changes of all the pairs of spins of the plaquette including
those of the diagonals. Its value is somewhat smaller than
some estimations used in numerical simulations,14,13,52 but
larger than the critical value, (K/JNN)c50.0560.04, esti-
mated by Sakai and Hasegawa15 for the appearance of a
magnetization plateau at half the saturation value in the S
5 12 antiferromagnetic spin ladders. In spite of the smallness
of the here-proposed value of the four-spin cyclic exchange,
it could affect the fitting of the experimental data, as it hap-
pens in the two-leg spin ladders in the La6Ca8Cu24O41 sys-
tem, where the best fit to the experimental data of the w
2Q dispersion is obtained when a value of the cyclic ex-
change about 10% of the main Cu-O-Cu linear exchange is
included into the Hamiltonian.53
When a hole is introduced in the cluster, the NN magnetic
coupling is influenced by its presence, but in different direc-
tions depending on the relative position of this hole ~Table I!.
Thus a hole in a colinear position to the two NN spins in-
creases the coupling between these two spins @Fig. 5~a!#.
However the NN magnetic coupling diminishes if the hole is
placed in a position perpendicular to the bond @Fig. 5~b!#.
FIG. 4. Cyclic permutation of the four spins on the plaquette,
showing the action of the K operator.0-5
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hole is introduced, JNN being 94 meV, to be compared with
JNN5104 meV in presence of one hole and JNN5125 meV
for undoped systems.
C. Hopping integrals
As in the case of magnetic interactions, the first-neighbor
hopping integral (tNN) is also independent on the size of the
cluster ~Table II!, a value of 2558 meV has been found in
the one-hole-doped linear cluster, 2552 meV in the one-
hole-doped plaquette and 2555 meV in a previously re-
ported binuclear cluster.32,33 This value is in accordance with
a generally accepted value of 2500 meV for these
compounds20 ~for instance, 2570 meV by Wang et al.,54
2650 by Martin,44 2400 meV by Hybertsen et al.55!.
An evaluation of second- and third-neighbor hopping in-
tegrals results from our calculations. The NNN hopping in-
tegral tNNN51112 meV is unexpectedly large. The sign is
in agreement with the negative overlap of the active orbitals
placed at a A2R distance, but its magnitude is large due to
through-bond processes, which involve the oxygen atoms.
On the basis of the perturbation theory ~quasidegenerated
perturbation theory, QDPT!,34,36,56 considering the neutral
valence bond as the model space and H0 being the trace of
the Hamiltonian in the basis of the single determinants, there
are two contributions to the tNNN hopping integral. One cor-
responds to a third-order contribution,57 scaling as
2tpp(tpd)2/DECT2 , where tpd is the hopping integral be-
tween the O 2p and the Cu 3d orbitals, tpp is the hopping
integral between the O 2p orbitals, and DECT is the O 2p
→ Cu 3d charge-transfer excitation energy ~Fig. 6!. Since
tpp , tpd , and DECT are negative quantities, the third-order
contribution results in a positive magnitude. There exists an
alternative pathway corresponding to a fourth-order contri-
FIG. 5. Relative position of two coupled electrons with respect
to an adjacent hole: ~a! colinear position; ~b! perpendicular position.21452bution, scaling as tpd
4 /DECT
3
, with opposite sign. Since the
third-order contribution is expected to be larger than the
fourth-order one, the resulting sign of tNNN is positive.
A moderate amplitude of the hopping integral between
third neighbors (tnNNN , distance 2R) has been extracted
from the calculations on the linear cluster. The extension of
this coupling is controlled by through-bond interactions, but
in contrast with the plaquette, the third order contribution
will be negligible (tpp;0) and only fourth-order processes
can be written here, smaller in magnitude and with an oppo-
site sign with respect to tNNN .
When an additional hole is introduced in the system, the
NN hopping integral is unchanged when the hole is placed in
a perpendicular position to the bond @ tNN52558 meV in the
two-hole-doped plaquette, Fig. 7~a!#, but its absolute value is
augmented when the hole is placed in a colinear position to
the bond @ tNN52600 meV in the two-hole-doped linear
cluster, Fig. 7~b!#. The presence of the extra hole does not
influence significantly either the second-neighbor (tNNN
51130 meV to be compared with 1112 meV in absence of
this additional hole! or the third-neighbor (tnNNN5236 meV
versus 247 meV! hopping integrals.
D. Singlet displacement operator
Additional information coming from these calculations
concerns the singlet-displacement operator ~Table III!. It is a
three-site/two-electron operator, which moves the pair of
electrons, coupled in a singlet, toward a hole placed in a
neighbor position. Thus a singlet on sites a and b, the site c
containing a hole, is displaced to the positions b and c, the
hole being in a ~Fig. 8!.
It can be written as
FIG. 7. Relative position of an electron delocalized between two
adjacent sites, with respect to an additional hole: ~a! perpendicular
situation; ~b! colinear situation.FIG. 6. Pathways showing the third-
order and fourth-order perturbative contri-
butions to the second-neighbor hopping in-
tegral, tNNN . On the corner, a schematic
representation illustrating the hopping pro-
cesses between oxygen and the metal at-
oms (tpd) and between two adjacent oxy-
gen atoms (tpp), and precising the sign
convention.0-6
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abc@ uab¯2a¯b&^bc¯2b¯cu1ubc¯2b¯c&
3^ab¯2a¯bu#d~na1nb1nc,2!, ~15!
where d(na1nb1nc,2) controls the fact that the three cen-
ters bear only two electrons, i.e., that the singlet can only
move toward a hole. As for the preceding parameters, the
amplitude hSD
abc depends on the relative position of the hole.
When the singlet moves to a neighbor bond in the plaquette
~i.e., the hole is placed in a perpendicular position to the
singlet bond!, the value is hSD
abc5241 meV while it goes to
hSD
abc5280 meV when the hole is on the same axis as the
singlet. The presence of a second hole in the plaquette does
not affect the amplitude of the singlet displacement (hSDabc
5237 meV!.
There exists also a small similar operator involving the
diagonal of the square (hSDcbd59 meV!,
hSD
cbd@ ubc¯2b¯c&^bd¯2b¯du1ubd¯2b¯d&^bc¯2b¯cu#d~nb1nc
1nd,2!, ~16!
moving the electrons as shown in Fig. 9. The value of this
operator in presence of a second hole is very close to the
preceding value: hSD
cbd514 meV.
TABLE II. Hopping integrals. Dependence on the presence and
the position of an additional hole ~in meV!.
aRefs. 32 and 33.21452E. Hole-hole repulsions
The absolute value of the hole-hole repulsion is not ac-
cessible, but the effective Hamiltonian gives the difference
between two situations ~Table IV!. From the plaquette, we
can extract the relative stability of two holes placed in NNN
positions with respect to two holes in NN:
VNN2VNNN5Vab2Vac50.98 eV. ~17!
This is significantly larger than the values usually ac-
cepted for simulations.27–29 One should stress the fact that
this value takes into account the dynamical repolarization
effects of all the atoms explicitly treated in the calculation,
i.e., the screening by the 12 in-plane oxygen atoms linked to
the four Cu atoms of the plaquette. It misses the polarization
of the rest of the environment. This effect can be evaluated
taking into account the polarization of a large surrounding
shell, with a value of the polarizability of the O5 ion, aO
51.30 Å 3. This value has been obtained from a series of
finite-field ab initio calculations on an embedded CuO4 clus-
ter and it is in agreement with experimental estimates.58 The
environment polarization energy corresponding to the situa-
tion represented by f i ,loc8 can be written as
Epol~f i ,loc8 !5 (
Op„cluster
2
1
2 aOFp
2~ i8! , ~18!
TABLE III. Singlet-displacement operator ~in meV!. Effect of
the presence of a second hole in the neighborhood of the singlet.0-7
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f i ,loc8 on the position of atom p. Including the polarization
effects for the two situations ~two holes in NN and in NNN
positions! results in a decrease of the hole-hole repulsion
difference to VNN2VNNN50.80 eV which remains a rather
large value. From the linear cluster, it is possible to estimate
the energy gain obtained when placing two holes in nNNN
positions ~distance 2R) instead of adjacent positions ~dis-
tance R!: VNN2VnNNN5Vab2Vac51.77 eV, with a final
value of VNN2VnNNN51.47 eV once the environment polar-
ization effects have been taken into account.
These values of differences between hole-hole repulsions
may seem very large and most of the calculations introduc-
ing this repulsion in a t-J-V model usually take smaller val-
ues (J,V,4J)27–29 when looking for the hole-pairing
mechanism. The above calculated values are smaller than the
corresponding electrostatic quantities calculated in a point-
charge approximation: VNN2VNNN51.12 eV and VNN
2VnNNN51.90 eV. The delocalization of the holes on the
oxygen atoms should result in larger repulsions, especially
for VNN since the two holes share an oxygen atom, and our
values, which exhibit a significant screening, do not seem
unrealistic.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE HOLE DEPENDENCE OF
THE ONE BOND JNN AND tNN PARAMETERS
The two preceding sections indicate that the presence of
holes in the immediate vicinity of a bond may affect the
values of the spin coupling and of the hopping integral on
this bond, and that this effect is anisotropic, i.e., does not
only depend on the minimal distance of the hole to the atoms
of the bond. Hence it seems important to rationalize these
effects if possible.
A. Rationalization from the two-band model
1. Hopping integral
The rationalization of this anisotropy is possible in terms
of the two-band model. The t hopping integral results from a
second-order effect ~Fig. 10!, t scaling as
t;
tpd
2
DECT
, ~19!
where DECT is the 2p O to 3d Cu charge-transfer excitation
energy, that is, the energy difference between the charge
transfer and the model space states. In presence of an addi-
tional hole, the energies of the model space determinants f1
and f2 and of the intermediate charge-transfer state fCT will
be modified. The model space determinant energies are no
longer degenerate and one shall take their mean energy as the
zero-order energy. Let consider now the effect on the bond
directed along x of an adjacent hole placed either on the y
direction, as occurs in the plaquette, or on the x axis, as in
the linear cluster @Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, respectively#. In the
situation of Fig. 7~a!, the change of the zero-order mean
electrostatic energy due to the hole is dE05(A211)/2A2R
50.85/R . In the corresponding charge-transfer state the21452mean electrostatic energy with the hole is dECT52/A5R
50.89/R , i.e., the excitation energy DECT8 is increased by a
small quantity,
DECT8 5DECT1dECT2dE05DECT1
0.04
R , ~20!
which should diminish slightly the absolute value of the hop-
ping integral. In contrast, for the situation of Fig. 7~b!, dE0
53/4R and dECT52/3R hence DECT8 5DECT20.08/R
which should increase the absolute value of t, in agreement
with our calculation.
This analysis is quite rudimentary, it neglects the possible
effects of the polarization of the orbitals on the tpd integrals
and rests on a crude evaluation of the electrostatic effects on
the denominators ~holes considered as centered on Cu sites,
neglecting their oxygen character!, but it seems to agree with
the computed trends.
2. Magnetic coupling
The same kind of analysis may be attempted for the JNN
coupling constant. In the two-band model, the spin exchange
between Cua and Cub results from an interaction through the
bridge oxygen atoms. In a first step an electron is transferred
between the oxygen atom and one of the Cu atoms. In Fig.
11 the open circle represents a bridge oxygen atom and
closed circles are the copper atoms as in Fig. 10. The top
pathway corresponds to an electron transfer between the oxy-
gen and the Cua atom. On the bottom pathway, the oxygen
electron jumps in the opposite direction, toward the Cub
atom. In absence of a hole in the neighborhood, both situa-
tions have the same energy: DECT15DECT25DECT .
In the next step, an electron is transferred from the Cu
atom (b in the top pathway, a in the bottom! to the oxygen
atom. Notice that the resulting determinants are the ionic
forms uaa¯ u and ubb¯ u, which energies U1 and U2 correspond-
ing to the Coulombic repulsion of two electrons placed in the
same 3d orbital are equal in the undoped system, U15U2
5U . Following this perturbative development, the magnetic
coupling is a fourth-order quantity:
JNN
2 5
22tpd
4
U~DECT!2
. ~21!
Adding an external hole will not modify the electrostatic
zero-order energy, but will affect the energies of all interme-
diate states, so that the coupling becomes
JNN
2 5
2tpd
4
DECT1
2 
1
U1
1
2tpd
4
DECT2
2 
1
U2
, ~22!
where the first term corresponds to the top pathway and the
second term to the bottom one. Notice that while DECT1
5DECT1dECT1 and DECT25DECT1dECT2 have no rea-
son to be related, U15U1dU and U25U2dU whatever
the outer charge distribution. The effective coupling is there-
fore0-8
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2 52tpd
4 S 1
~DECT1dECT1!2
 1U1dU
1
1
~DECT1dECT2!2
 1U2dU D . ~23!
To the first order in dU/U and dECT /DECT develop-
ments, one gets
JNN
2 5
22tpd
4
U~DECT!2
S 12 dECT1DECT 2 dECT2DECT 2 dUU 1 dUU D
1O~2 !. ~24!
The effect of the additional hole~s! will go through their
electrostatic interaction in the charge-transfer states. For the
perpendicular situation ~Fig. 12! dECT150.187/R and
dECT2520.105/R . Hence, dECT11dECT250.082/R and
JNN is diminished by the presence of the adjacent hole in the
perpendicular direction, as observed in the corresponding ab
initio calculations (DJNN /JNN5217%).
Oppositely, in the linear situation the quantities are:
dECT151/6R and dECT2521/3R , so dECT11dECT2
521/6R is a negative quantity, hence the coupling constant
should be increased. This is actually observed since
DJNN /JNN5125%. The variation of JNN in the linear model
is of the right sign and its amplitude is larger than for the
perpendicular orientation.
3. Singlet-displacement operator
The same kind of rationalization applies to the two-
electron/three-center operator hSD
abc
. In the one-band model
as shown in Fig. 13, where only the Cu atoms have been
included, the electron placed in site a is transferred to site b,
followed by a second transfer toward c.
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the singlet-displacement op-
erator. The local singlet ab¯ is displaced to bc¯ , the hole moving
from c site to a site.
TABLE IV. Hole-hole repulsions ~in eV!. Values in parentheses
take into account the polarizability of the outer environment21452This effect scales as tNN
2 /U8, where U85U22Vab
1Vac , Vi j being the electrostatic interaction between the
charges ~with respect to the basic undoped distribution!. The
denominator will be smaller for the linear configuration than
for the perpendicular one since Vac is larger (1/A2R instead
of 1/2R). This may explain the difference between the am-
plitudes of hSD
abc found in the plaquette and in the linear clus-
ter ~Table III!. The more realistic two-band model introduces
an alternative mechanism, since there exist two pathways to
go from uab¯ u to ubc¯ u, both involving electron-transfer pro-
cesses between the Cu and oxygen atoms, ~cf. Fig. 14, where
sites I and II correspond to oxygen atoms!.
The bottom pathway corresponds to the process appearing
in the one-band model, which is not the case for the first one.
Explicitly, the excitation energies are
DE15Ed2Ep2Up5DECT2Ud1
2
R , ~25!
DE252Ed22Ep1Up22Up2
4
R 1VI ,II
52DECT2Ud1VI ,II , ~26!
DE35Ed2Ep2Up1Ud2
3
R 1Va ,II5DECT2
1
R 1Va ,II ,
~27!
DE185DE3 , ~28!
DE285Ud2
2
R 1Vac . ~29!
It is likely that DE28.DE2, i.e., that the bottom pathway has
a larger contribution to the singlet displacement. The overall
effect is
hSD
abc5
tpd
4
DE18
S 1DE1  1DE2 1 1DE18  1DE28D , ~30!
i.e., of the same order of magnitude as JNN . Regarding the
orientation effect it is clear that the denominators are larger
FIG. 9. The singlet-displacement operator acting over the diag-
onal of the plaquette.
FIG. 10. Two-band model hole hopping mechanism, involving
an intermediate charge-transfer state. Open circle corresponds to a
bridge oxygen atom, and the closed circles to the copper atoms.0-9
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to the hole-hole repulsions VI ,II , Va ,II , and Vac , and it is
expected that hSD
abc will be larger for the linear orientation, as
found in the numerical ab initio calculations (280 meV and
240 meV, respectively!.
B. Further exploration of the influence of the holes on JNN
and tNN
In order to evaluate this influence, larger clusters would
have to be considered, which is beyond our computational
possibilities ~the preceding CI expansions frequently reach
107 determinants!, and a simpler procedure has to be used. In
the present set of calculations, binuclear Cu2O7 clusters have
been chosen as before, adding one or two additional point
charges on Cu sites of the environment, which become Cu13
centers, in order to grossly mimic the effect of the holes. For
first-neighbor holes, this is a rather crude approximation, and
its relevance has to be tested by comparison with the previ-
ously reported four- and three-center calculations. Actually,
for a perpendicular position of the hole JNN5115 meV
~compared to 104 meV in the plaquette!. For a colinear hole
JNN5175 meV, compared to 156 meV in the linear cluster.
Hence the anisotropy of the first-neighbor hole is qualita-
tively reproduced. As an additional confirmation we have
calculated the effect of two holes in the plaquette and we get
the same value JNN593 meV as for the two-hole-containing
plaquette. Table V gives the results for JNN concerning a
series of possibilities with one remote hole, two holes in
different positions, together with the variation of the electro-
static energy in the intermediate charge transfer states with
respect to the nondoped case, expressed in eV. Figure 15~a!
shows the correlation between the calculated JNN value with
the variation of the electrostatic energy dECT11dECT2 in the
FIG. 11. Two-band model spin-exchange mechanism, with two
pathways involving charge transfer states.214520intermediate charge-transfer states. The correlation is quite
satisfactory and suggests the following law in eV:
JNN50.13120.053~dECT11dECT2!. ~31!
An analogous fit of the hopping integral dependence on the
variation of the electrostatic energy in the intermediate
charge-transfer state dECT2dE0 has been attempted from
the values of tNN ~Table V! calculated on binuclear com-
plexes in presence of external hole~s!. The correlation is less
satisfactory @Fig. 15~b!#. The distortions of the active orbitals
in presence of these close holes should be non-negligible and
should affect the amplitudes of the hopping integral in a
rather complex manner. However, it seems simpler to search
for a linear law rather than to produce and handle a dictio-
nary of operator amplitudes considering exhaustively all pos-
sible occurrences. We therefore propose the following fit in
eV for the first-neighbor hopping integral:
tNN520.52110.187~dECT2dE0!. ~32!
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The numerical results obtained here above suggest that
the usual t-J or t-J-V model Hamiltonians neglect important
physical effects, which should be incorporated into an ex-
tended model Hamiltonian. The main deviations from the t-J
Hamiltonian are the following:
~i! The inclusion of the second-neighbor hopping, tNNN
.1110 meV. The third-neighbor interaction tnNNN.240
meV could tentatively be omitted. Recent analysis of angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy data has shown that
both tNNN and tnNNN are necessary for understanding the
dispersion and line shape of the spectral function in the t-J
model.26 Tohyama et al.25 have estimated the ratio tNNN /tNN
and tnNNN /tNN to be 20.12 and 0.08, respectively, by fitting
the tight-binding Fermi surface to the experimental one in
FIG. 13. One-band model representation of the singlet-
displacement operator.FIG. 12. Two-band model
spin-exchange mechanism in pres-
ence of a hole in a perpendicular
position.-10
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resentation of the singlet-
displacement operator. In this
case, the mechanism involves
charge-transfer intermediate
states.the overdoped sample59 on the assumption that in the over-
doped region the Fermi surface of the tight-binding band is
the same as that of the t-t8-t9-J model. The values proposed
TABLE V. Magnetic coupling and hopping integral in binuclear
clusters with hole~s! in adjacent position~s! and intermediate state
energies ~all in eV!.214520here are in good agreement with these ratio: tNNN /tNN
520.19 and tnNNN /tNN50.08 but not with the ratio J/tNN
proposed by these authors (J/tNNTohyama50.4 vs J/tNN
50.22).
~ii! The singlet displacement operator hSD has to be taken
into account, at least for the colinear displacement, since
hSD.280 meV.
~iii! The hole-hole repulsion appears to be far from neg-
ligible. Due to possible screening effects and electrostatic
mean cancellations by the Sr ions, it is certainly reasonable
to neglect the hole-hole repulsions beyond the third neigh-
bors. Even if the calculated values VNN2VNNN50.8 eV and
VNN2VnNNN51.5 eV were somewhat exagerated, these in-
teractions certainly play an important role.
~iv! The magnetic coupling and hopping integral between
adjacent atoms depend in a stereospecific manner on the ex-
istence and position of hole~s! in the immediate vicinity. A
simple correlation with the electrostatic energies of the inter-
mediate ligand to metal charge-transfer states has been pro-
posed resulting in simple formulas, which should be used in
FIG. 15. Linear correlation between the calculated first-neighbor
interactions in binuclear clusters and the change of the electrostatic
energy in the intermediate charge-transfer states ~in eV!: ~a! on the
top, JNN versus dECT11dECT2; ~b! on the bottom, tNN versus
dECT2dE0.-11
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tions appearing in Table V, and for the sake of simplicity, it
seems sufficient to consider the first neighbors of the bond in
the calculation of the electrostatic energy changes dECT1
1dECT2 and dECT2dE0 appearing in formulas ~31! and
~32!, respectively.
One may therefore propose the following extended t-J
model Hamiltonian:
H5 (
^pq&
NN
t~dE !~ap†aq1aq†ap1s .c . !d~np1nq ,1 !
2J~dE !~SpSq!1 (^
pr&
NNN
tNNN~ap†ar1ar†ap1s .c . !
3d~np1nr ,1 !2JNNN~SpSr!1 (
^pqrs&
plaquette
K@~SpSq!
3~SrSs!1~SpSs!~SqSr!2~SpSr!~SqSs!#
1 (
^pqr&
connected
hSD
pqr~ap†aq¯†aqar¯1ar†aq¯†aqap¯2ap†aq¯†araq¯
2ar
†aq¯
†
apaq¯1s .c . !d~np1nq1nr,2!
1 (
pq
<nNNN
Vpqd~np,0!d~nq,0!.
In this Hamiltonian, t(dE) and J(dE) reflect the dependence
of the first-neighbor interactions on the number and position
of the adjacent holes, which is controlled by the energy
changes in the charge-transfer intermediates. The second-
neighbor interactions are not influenced by the presence of
adjacent holes and the displacement of a singlet takes place
toward an adjacent hole, so the positions occupied by the
singlet and the hole have to be connected.
The here-proposed modifications with respect to the usual
t-J or t-J-V Hamiltonians are important. We would like to
point out that some local physical effects evidenced in the
present work may have an impact on the spatial ordering of21452charges and spins and on their dynamics. In a crude static
look at this problem one may notice that stripping separation
of charges and spins ~i! favors the mobility of holes in the
charged column, since t and J values become especially
larger, ~ii! leads to a stronger magnetic coupling in the bonds
perpendicular to the stripes ~with a trend to form singlets on
these bonds!. The last two effects would result from the
three-body corrections on t and J created by the adjacent
holes. Finally, ~iii! the mobility of the stripes can be en-
hanced by the second-neighbor hopping integral and by the
singlet displacement operator.
The present work was concentrated on the La2CuO4 lat-
tice only. However the here-evidenced three-body or non-
nearest-neighbor two-body operators should be present in
similar materials, which may present a variety of t and J
values. The discussed mechanisms leading to the these ef-
fects actually are not specific of the La2CuO4 lattice. Explor-
ing their amplitudes on other lattices would be a valuable
task. The other prospect would be to introduce our extended
t-J Hamiltonian in numerical simulations of the collective
properties of the lattice. It should be stressed that the bottle-
neck of such calculations is the length of the wave-function
vector, which is unchanged with respect to the original t-J
Hamiltonian, the additional terms simply slowing slightly the
speed of the computations of the action of the Hamiltonian
on the vector, at each iteration.
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